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Sirnations in which a queue grows so as to block the entrance to the link at art upstream junctiorr 
can cause various problems, including loss of junction capacity, increased driver stress and 
hazards to pedestrians crossing at the junctio~ In the worst case the spill-back may grow so as 
to produce grid-lock within a network This paper describes work conducted in order to assess 
how the coordination of junction oflsets in a congested network may help to minirnise rhis 
disruption A computer model was produced which used traditional speed-flow tl~eot?. to 
represent traflc behaviour, eg traflc speeds, merging of trafjic and queue evolutio~~ Two test 
sites were selected for simulation purposes. The first is a three junction linear nenvork whilst the 
second is a seven junction grid network These simulation runs attempted to estal)lisl~ whir11 stage 
at the upstream junction should be disrupted, given that spill-back was to occur. Results from 
a field trial on the linear network will be presented to show how the techniques call be applied 
on-street. The work described here was sponsored by the SERC, but also fonns an input to the 
DRIVE II project, PRIMAVERA. 

Introduction. While advances in traffic signal optirnisation have increased the capacity of urhan 
networks, growth in demand has meant that such networks continue to operate at close to 
saturation. Once over-saturation occurs and queues extend to block upstream junctions. the delay 
costs increase dramatically. A number of techniques have been proposed for the alleviation of 
these delay costs, by managing the queues in such a way that as little diimption as possible is 
caused to upstream junctions. Some of these techniques have been tested only in simulation of 
idealised networks, whereas others have been field tested, but only at one specific site. There 
was therefore a need to develop a generalised description of the various strategies, and to 
compare them on a common base. These were two of the objectives of the SERC project 'Queue 
Management Strategies for Urban Traffic Control Systems' from which this paper derives. 
The comparison of strategies (the development and characterisation of which is r e p o d  in May 
(1991)), was canied out using a specially developed graphical model. This was macroscopic in 

t.. 
nature, to provide speed of operation, and the primary output was a set of time-space diagrams 
showing the queues and shock waves on each link. 
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